
Age: An Opportunity for Learning

We’ve all heard that yoga works. Extolling yoga has by now become almost
commonplace.

Just about everyone knows that yoga is a scientific method that works one’s body
and mind both systematically and systemically. It works from your skin right
down to the marrow of your bones. Through doing yoga you get flexible, strong
and your internal organs and systems get nurtured.

We know too that yoga helps develop mental focus, emotional stability, and even
encourages our hearts to open.

So, just why is it that many older people are reluctant to take up yoga for the first
time, especially when many of the problems of aging can be dealt with so
successfully through this wonderful system?

Here are a few deterrents to taking up yoga when you’re older:

1. Your body has probably become stiffer. This happens partly because of
cellular changes associated with aging. Of course, as your movement
becomes more limited, various degenerative diseases may set in –
particularly arthritis and other conditions that damage the joints. Then,
movement becomes even more difficult. However, if you can start to
move and stretch again, your joints will slowly free up, and stiffness will
be reduced significantly.

2. You may have accumulated injuries over your lifetime, and when you
start opening up to movement again, it hurts! Your progress will probably
be quite halting as you learn how to patiently stretch again so as not to re-
injure yourself. Even long-term misalignments of your body’s structure
will improve if you are patient.



3. The transitions and conditions of aging, like menopause, failing eyesight
or hearing, and decreased energy make you less confident about your
body. This may lead becoming more introverted or even isolated because
you don’t want to expose your vulnerability. At the same time, doing
yoga at an appropriate level and pace with a good teacher does wonders
to an older person’s confidence. And, it can happen from the very first
class.

I’ve heard many students who take up yoga in middle or older age say they wish
they’d started as a teen-ager. But these same students, if they can get over the
hurdle of the first weeks and months, usually become the most dedicated ones
just because they have more at stake. And, the effort they put in pays off on all
levels.

As useful as yoga can be in promoting the health of our bodies, the aim of
classical yoga is not just to protect us from disease and aging. The aim of
Patanjali’s yoga is unity - bringing mind, body and spirit into harmony. In a state
of harmony we are free and we can accept what life brings us. Middle and old
age mark the time in our lives in which our preoccupation with physical
development can gradually give way more and more to our spiritual
development.

The physical challenges that an older person faces can sometimes make them
stronger, and at the same time more human. This is something that I learned
from my own experience.

I've always been an extremely active person. From a cart-wheeling kid, through
my gymnastic adolescence, I loved using my body in all kinds of activities:
tennis, cycling, running, hiking, and dancing.



I enjoyed the physicality of hatha yoga when I stumbled onto it in the early '70's,
and it's been one of my enduring passions. I felt fulfilled when I took a teacher
training and started to teach yoga more than 20 years ago.

So, I was absolutely shocked and devastated when I found out in 1992 that I had
osteoarthritis of my left hip. I was 47 years old.

Osteoarthritis is a non-inflammatory, progressive disease of movable joints,
which usually appears in middle or old age. It is characterised by deterioration of
articular cartilage and growth of small bumps, or spurs. These spurs decrease the
space in the capsule of the hip so movement there is restricted, and is often
accompanied by pain when bearing weight or moving.

For some weeks I'd been experiencing an ache in my hip. I noticed it after the
training sessions I was doing to compete in a mini-triathlon, which comprised
running, cycling, and swimming. It was especially bad after I ran any distance.
Even after I finished the triathlon and I stopped training, the ache would not go
away. I also had pain in my leg muscles. The symptoms worsened until I could
scarcely walk a city block without limping.

I went to see my osteopath of many years, David Moor, who ordered x-rays. I
just couldn't believe my eyes when I saw the picture of my hip. The closure of the
hip joint space characteristic of osteoarthritis was obvious.

David told me that degeneration of the joint would almost inevitably lead to a
hip replacement. But these replacements unfortunately only last about 10-15
years and then usually the other hip also has to be done.

We worked out that there had been gradual wear and tear on my hip, over many
physically active years. The recent running I'd been doing on hard surfaces
probably accelerated the degeneration.



The practice of denial can help give a soft landing to bad news. On some level I'd
taken in the diagnosis and prognosis. But the full impact of it only filtered
through slowly over days and even weeks.

I experienced an overriding sense of shame that kept me from wanting to tell
anyone that I had a problem. I was afraid I might be seen to be somehow a
defective yoga teacher because I had a serious condition that yoga hadn't been
able to prevent.

I became anxious about my future and even had negative fantasies about
becoming a cripple. I could see myself ending up like my mother who had
debilitating rheumatoid arthritis for years and then died in her 50's. I was
starting to wonder how I could continue to run our busy yoga school, Sydney
Yoga Centre.

The pain I experienced affected my relationship with my husband-to-be, Daniel.
He was very supportive but I would often play down my discomfort because I
didn't want to be a burden. This came to a head when we were honeymooning in
Tasmania and I found I couldn't hike for more than about 30 minutes without
being in terrible pain. I had to cancel out of a long-planned skiing holiday that
year, too. It felt like my world was shrinking rapidly.

Then, miraculously, I came across an article written for "The Australian Cyclist
Magazine", by someone who had been grappling with his own hip problem. The
author Alan Parker stated: "If signs of osteoarthritis are picked up early enough,
it may be possible to regenerate diseased cartilage with remedial exercise."

Although he then went on to say that perhaps his view could be seen as "just
wishful thinking," he did offer me a little ray of hope where none had shone
before.

What I gleaned from this article was that one might be able to forestall a hip
replacement for quite some time by the careful use of exercise, in Alan's case,



cycling. He espoused low-stress cycling because it provided non-weight-bearing
exercise, and also let him continue to be mobile. That's all I needed to hear. I can
remember vividly feeling a new surge of energy and a heady emotion akin to
taking on a dare.

I believe that moment changed my thinking about my osteoarthritis from seeing
it as a curse to seeing it as an opportunity for learning, growth and maybe even
for helping others.

A host of support for my "healing" began to emerge after I became committed to
self-healing.

David Moor was most encouraging about how my yoga could help me stay
flexible and reduce pain symptoms. He showed me some simple stretches that
worked the tightly held muscles around my left hip. These poses were similar to
yoga poses, like the Supta Padangusthasana cycle. I realised how fortunate I was
that I had studied this wonderful system for so many years. I already had a rich
collection of tools for self-renewal and healing.

I found an acupuncturist who was as thoroughly committed to my healing as I
was. He worked with the Sydney Dance Company's ballet dancers to get them on
their feet when they had injured themselves and still had to perform that very
night. These two hour-long treatments involved being “needled”, heat lamps,
massage, and electrodes that stimulated acupuncture points for  a half-hour at a
time. I would be pain-free - sometimes for hours, and then sometimes,
miraculously, for days.

My acupuncturist told me that, in the Chinese medicine system, joint/bone
problems had to do with kidney weakness. This set me thinking about the
underlying cause of my problem, which was likely to be in my case, exhaustion
stemming from years and years of over-activity. The kidney organs can get
depleted from being over-adrenalised. Certainly, I'd always been a busy person -
running errands, keeping appointments, attending meetings, rushing in traffic,



and having a hectic social life. I crammed a lot in, yet I was often tired and
wouldn't admit it.

It may sound funny but I had to work hard at training myself to slow down,
relax, and sometimes even do nothing. I started doing longer and more frequent
yoga relaxations. Putting on the brakes felt sort of scary to me, but very
gradually I did start to let go more and more. Eventually I even sold my
partnership interest in Sydney Yoga Centre and cut back my teaching load.

I became more realistic about what I could and couldn't do. I'm a small person
and I'd been in the habit of carrying heavy loads myself, instead of asking for
help. That just happens when you're moving around yoga equipment, for
instance, or doing adjustments on bigger students. To avoid carrying stuff, I
asked for help when necessary, and learned to depend more on other people. I
was starting to see that I didn't need to be Super Woman any more, pushing
myself to the limit, on or off the yoga mat.
�

So far I've been talking about my own journey with osteoarthritis of the hip. But
there are over 150 different types of arthritis. Of these, osteoarthritis is the most
common. The usual joints that are affected are: hands, fingers, thumbs, spine,
hips, knees, ankles, feet, and toes.

Arthritis is a big problem in Australia.

Arthritis is Australia’s major cause of disability and chronic pain. Some sort of
arthritis affects an estimated 3.1 million people, or approximately 16.5% of
Australians.

Arthritis is more prevalent than five of the six National Health Priority areas:
asthma, injuries, mental disorders, diabetes and cancers, in terms of patient
reporting. *



These are particularly alarming statistics in a nation where the proportion of
aged population is accelerating very quickly.

Osteoarthritis most commonly develops between the ages of 45 and 90. Most of
us will have some features of it with increasing age.*

A doctor will base his diagnosis of osteoarthritis on a patient's description of
his/her symptoms and on a physical examination. X-rays will probably be taken,
and perhaps blood or joint fluid samples, as well. Then, the doctor might
prescribe a weight loss program, moderate exercise, non-prescription or
prescription medication, or even a total hip replacement.

Appropriate exercise has an especially positive effect on osteoarthritis. Yoga is
effective in reducing pain as it takes the joint gently through its range of
movement. Exercising generally helps strengthen bones, ligaments and muscles,
and nourishes joints. It also contributes to all-over health, and means you can
maintain and even increase your normal activities.

Complementary medicine practitioners have suggested taking glucosamine and
chondroitin supplements for osteoarthritis sufferers. I mention it because I
believe I have had favourable effects from using this “joint food”. In the year and
a half that I've been taking these supplements I've had very few episodes of hip
ache. Based on my experience, I suggest my yoga students with joint problems
try this supplement.

The usually cautious Arthritis Foundation of Australia says on their web site that
“there is cause for optimism about glucosamine, which …may be as effective at
relieving pain as more conventional products like non steroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). And it seems quite a lot safer. Research published
earlier this year in The Lancet (the British Medical Journal) suggested it may halt
progress of the disease, offering the first opportunity to do more than relieve
symptoms.”



When it comes down to it, we all are getting older day by day, and we will likely
experience the diseases of aging. But I've learned that it’s not necessary to lose
heart when faced with the prospects of osteoarthritis. There is much that one can
do, especially yoga.

�

My yoga practice has been a steady source of replenishment. It has kept me
honestly assessing my energy levels and adjusting my practice accordingly.
When I feel energetic, I go for it and do a quite dynamic practice. When I don't
feel up to it, I do what I call my "scraping myself off the floor" practice: lots of
stretching, lying over cushions, yoga breathing and meditation. At these times
the restorative poses like forward bends with one’s head supported, legs up the
wall, supported shoulder stand and Halasana, lying down Baddha Konasana,
and, of course, savasana, all work a charm. These poses have taught me the
mental quiet that can come with being physically quiet.

I still get twinges from time to time and when I do I see the acupuncturist or the
osteopath, or have a hot bath, or a massage. I don't feel in any way now that I
have a shameful disease. I'm not at all afraid of talking about my osteoarthritis to
anyone. Because of accepting my condition, I've been able to help quite a few
people along the way.

I now know from experience that people in my situation can be helped, and even
more importantly, we can help ourselves - especially with early diagnosis. People
can do what I do - eat well, rest, exercise, and use what I call clear yoga thinking.
In other words:

• Educate yourself as much as possible if you have osteoarthritis.
• Accept your limitations, but don't take them lying down. Exercise
appropriately, and maybe even learn some new activities if you’ve gotten into a
rut.
• Rest when tired, but without feeling guilty!
• Find people you trust to talk to, and share your feelings.



It takes determination and a willingness to take responsibility for yourself, along
with your health care practitioners. But it's worth every single step.

For my part, ten years down the line, I still have my own hips. I am now leading
as normal a life as ever. I've been able to go cross-country skiing in the Snowy
Mountains and I took up rollerblading several years ago. I cycle on the stationary
bike and do strength training at the gym, as part of my exercise routine.  In 1997 I
wrote a yoga book.  I started up a new yoga studio a few years back,  completed
a Diploma of Health (Yoga), and am helping train yoga teachers through Nature
College.

One day I may need to have that hip replacement, and, no doubt, that will be my
next opportunity for learning.

Yoga practice/photo section

There are so many helpful things that you can be doing in the way of yoga
practices. Unfortunately, I don’t have space here to show the excellent routine
called Pawanmuktasana Series (joint-freeing exercises), which is particularly
useful for older yoga students. It’s presented by Swami Satyananda in his book,
“Asana, Pranayama, Mudra, Banda’.

Here’s a basic yoga program that has helped my hips and promoted relaxation,
when my energy was low:

Supta Badda Konasana
Bound-angle pose
Since this pose is practised lying down, it is very restful and therapeutic. It helps
relax groins and adductor muscles which tend to tighten up with stiff hips.
Equipment: blankets and a bolster.
Lie back on a bolster or several blankets folded lengthwise to support your back
and head.



Bend your knees out sideways and bring the soles of your feet together, with
your heels as close to the pelvis as possible.
Let your back settle and your chest open.
Relax your inner legs and your arms out to the side of your body.
As a beginner, stay in position for 1–5 minutes, breathing evenly, with your eyes
closed. With more experience, you can stay in position for up to 10 minutes.

Supta Upavistha konasana
Lying-down splits
Upavistha konasana gives a tremendous stretch to the inside of the legs,
particularly the groins and hamstrings. It is a soothing pose to do especially if
your back is tight or sore done.
Equipment: blanket, wall.
Lie on your back near to a wall. Bend your legs and wiggle your buttocks as close
as you can to the wall.
Straighten your legs on the wall and move them wide apart into the splits.
Adjust your feet so they are equidistant from the floor. Let your legs relax
outwards.
Your arms can be loose by the side of you or folded overhead. Hold the pose for
3-5 min. breathing evenly.

Supta Padangusthasana Cycle
Hip openers/leg Stretches
Good for stretching and strengthening leg and hip muscles.
Equipment: Belt and Blanket
Variation 1. Lie down on your back with your legs straight and your feet flush to
the wall and together. Rest your head on a folded blanket. Bend your right leg in
towards the outer right chest, and using both hands, hug your leg to your chest.
Don’t let your left foot come away from the wall.
Keep your left leg straight, with the back of your thigh and knee on the floor.
Hold the pose for 10 to 15 long breaths, then, continue to the next variation.



Variation 2: Slip your belt over the ball of your right foot and straighten your
right leg towards the ceiling. Hold the belt with both hands.
Keep your chest open, your shoulders down, and your throat relaxed.
Stay in this position for about 10–15 breaths and work on extending both your
legs, breathing evenly. Continue onto Variation 3.

Variation 3. Hold the belt with just your right and hand and extend your left arm
onto the floor on the left side, palm upwards.
Take your right leg out to the right side in line with the right hip, as much as
possible, and about half way to the floor. Keep your left leg hip on the floor and
turn your left thigh turned in.
Work on keeping both legs straight. To avoid rolling your trunk over to the right,
keep your navel turning to the left. Your chest should also be turning.
Hold this extension for about 10 to 15 breaths. Bring your right leg back up to the
vertical, and then gently release it alongside your left leg.
Repeat all three variations on the left side. You can gradually increase the time
you stay in the variations.

Ardha jathara parivartanasana
Belly twister
This pose is very good for alleviating stiffness in the lower back and in the hips.
It also gives a gentle massage to the abdominal organs. You will need blankets or
cushions set up on either side of your hips for tight hips or shoulders.
Equipment: 2 blankets or cushions.
Lie down on your back and stretch your arms out sideways so they are in line
with your shoulders, palms up.
Bend your knees into your chest. Exhale and take your knees down to floor on
the right side, pointing towards the right armpit.
If your knees don’t quite touch the floor, let your bent legs rest on a folded
blanket or cushion to the right side.
Keep extending your left arm and revolving your abdomen to the left. Press your
left shoulder down if it is lifting off the floor.
Hold the pose for 15–20 breaths, then, bring your knees back to the centre again.



Repeat the pose, this time taking your knees down to the left side. Hold the pose
for 15–20 breaths, then, bring your knees back to the centre. Repeat the pose once
more on each side.

 “Chair Savasana”
This pose, similar to Viparita Karani (legs-up-the-wall) but with legs on a chair ,
is a good pose to do when you don’t have wall space. It is also an excellent
restorative pose in its own right.
Lie down and lift your lower legs onto the seat of the chair. Move your buttocks
in close to the chair and rest your arms by your side. Support the back of your
head and neck with a folded blanket. Cover your eyes with an eye bag or soft
cloth. Stay in the pose for 5–15 minutes. You will find your breathing becomes
very gentle and quiet.

*www.arthritisfoundation.com.au
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